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Abstract
Disinformation attacks that make use of social media platforms, e.g., the attacks orchestrated by the Russian ‘‘Internet

Research Agency’’ during the 2016 U.S. Presidential election campaign and the 2016 Brexit referendum in the UK, have

led to increasing demands from governmental agencies for AI tools that are capable of identifying such attacks in their

earliest stages, rather than responding to them in retrospect. This research undertaken on behalf of the Canadian Armed

Forces and Department of National Defence. Our ultimate objective is the development of an integrated set of machine-

learning algorithms which will mobilize artificial intelligence to identify hostile disinformation activities in ‘‘near-real-

time.’’ Employing The Dark Crawler, the Posit Toolkit, TensorFlow (Deep Neural Networks), plus the Random Forest

classifier and short-text classification programs known as LibShortText and LibLinear, we have analysed a wide sample of

social media posts that exemplify the ‘‘fake news’’ that was disseminated by Russia’s Internet Research Agency, com-

paring them to ‘‘real news’’ posts in order to develop an automated means of classification.
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1 Introduction

One of the key challenges facing governments, intelligence

agencies, law enforcement agencies, cybersecurity per-

sonnel and business owners-operators worldwide is how to

monitor and effectively respond to dynamic and emerging

cybersecurity threats, with increasing attention being paid

to disinformation activities orchestrated by hostile foreign

actors on social media platforms [1]. To illustrate, an

application developed by Cambridge Analytica managed to

scrape data from over 80 million Facebook pages world-

wide. This information was then used to micro-target

voters through Facebook advertisements that were pre-

mised upon the demographic profiles and known political

leanings of those voters, based upon information which had

been extracted using the Cambridge Analytica application

[2, 3]. In July 2018, Facebook was fined £500,000—the

maximum amount allowable under British law—for its

mishandling of data in the Cambridge Analytica scandal

[4]. In July 2019, the US Federal Trade Commission fined

Facebook five billion USD for its failure to protect user

privacy [5]. The nexus between Cambridge Analytica,

WikiLeaks, and Russian interference in the 2016 U.S.

Presidential election remained under investigation by the

U.S. Congress as recently as the Summer of 2020 [6].

According to the 2017 Intelligence Community

Assessment prepared by the Central Intelligence Agency

(CIA), the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and the

National Security Agency (NSA), a number of other social

media platforms including Instagram and Twitter were also

implicated as (possibly unaware) participants in the hosting

and dissemination of disinformation attacks associated

with the Russian ‘‘Internet Research Agency’’ (IRA) [7].
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Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s report into Russian

interference in the U.S. Presidential election [8] set out

how purposively designed Facebook and Twitter accounts

targeted certain groups, such as Southern Whites (through

the Patriototus Facebook page), the right-wing anti-immi-

gration movement (through the Secured Borders Facebook

page) and Blacks (through the Blacktivist Facebook page),

as well as through Twitter feeds such as the anti-immi-

gration account @America_1st and @TEN_GOP (which

falsely claimed to have a connection to the Republican

Party of Tennessee). In the UK, Russian-orchestrated dis-

information campaigns—which primarily stoked Islama-

phobic and anti-immigration passions—made extensive use

of Twitter employing handles such as #voteleave and

ReasonsToLeaveEU [9–12]. Evidence also indicates that

the Russian IRA maximized use of social media bots in

their 2016 assaults on the U.S. Presidential election and the

U.K. Brexit referendum [9, 10, 13, 14], thereby amplifying

the disinformation content in order to reach and influence a

much wider audience. Recent research demonstrates

clearly that the Russian IRA also attempted to interfere in

the 2020 U.S. Presidential election [15–17]. More will be

said about Russian involvement in disinformation warfare

in Sect. 2 of this paper, wherein we present our literature

review.

Our research is being conducted by the International

CyberCrime Research Centre (ICCRC) at Simon Fraser

University in Canada, in cooperation with the Department

of Information and Computer Sciences at the University of

Strathclyde in Scotland. Essentially, this ongoing project

undertaken on behalf of the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF)

and the Department of National Defence (DND) contem-

plates the development of an artificial intelligence (AI) tool

for identifying hostile disinformation activities on social

media platforms on-the-fly, or if not, then at least in near-

real-time. It is anticipated that the knowledge generated by

our research will aid the CAF and the DND in the rapid and

accurate pinpointing of disinformation attacks in their very

early stages, and allow them to take action where

appropriate.

For the present study we employed automation (AI)

tools that include The Dark Crawler (TDC), TensorFlow

(Deep Neural Networks), Random Forest, LibShortText,

LibLinear and Posit. Additional information on these

research tools is provided in Sect. 3, wherein we set out our

methodology. This present paper will focus on the classi-

fication accuracies attained by TensorFlow, Random For-

est, LibShortText, LibLinear and the Posit toolkit when it

comes to their ability to discern between real information

and dis/misinformation, sometimes referred to as ‘‘real

news’’ and ‘‘fake news.’’ Our research results are reported

in Sect. 4, and elucidated further in Sects. 5 and 6, wherein

we discuss our results, set out the directions that our future

research endeavours are expected to take, and present our

interim conclusions.

2 Literature review

As noted in Sect. 1, social media platforms have come

under increasing scrutiny for permitting hostile foreign

actors to manipulate public opinion through fake social

media accounts that disseminate false information or ‘‘fake

news’’ [18–20]. This false information or fake news can be

broken down into two broader categories: misinformation

and disinformation. The less sinister of the two, misinfor-

mation, is simply inaccurate or false information. While

sometimes used by hostile foreign actors, misinformation

may also be based upon a genuine misapprehension of the

facts, as opposed to having been created with any particular

intention of deceiving or manipulating people [21–23].

Disinformation, on the other hand, especially when

employed by hostile foreign actors, is created and spread

intentionally for the purpose of deception and manipulation

of public opinion [21, 23, 24].

An example of misinformation might be the oft-repeated

claims by anti-vaccination groups that vaccinations contain

toxins, that they erode immunity, or that they have been

proven to be associated with autism or sudden infant death

syndrome [25], often buttressed by making reference to a

study by Andrew Wakefield, which was published in (and

then subsequently withdrawn by) the medical journal, The

Lancet. Wakefield’s findings were premised upon a sample

of only 12 children and relied exclusively upon the beliefs

and recollections of their parents, without any sort of

control group in place [26]. Although the article was

withdrawn by The Lancet, the study has continued to

provide fuel for the anti-vaccination movement, which

itself is housed largely on the Internet [26]. Fake news may

be promulgated for a variety of reasons, such as profit, the

favouring of a particular partisan ideology, or supporting

unfounded beliefs or conspiracy theories [1, 18, 27].

The activities of Russia’s IRA during the 2016 U.S.

Presidential election are a prime example of a disinfor-

mation campaign mounted by a hostile foreign actor

[10, 13, 28, 29]. In February 2018, U.S. Special Counsel

Robert Mueller obtained a grand jury indictment against

the IRA (which was bankrolled by Yevgeniy Prigozhin,

often referred to as ‘‘Putin’s chef’’), plus Prigozhin’s

American-based companies Concord Management and

Consulting LLC and Concord Catering as well as Prigozhin

himself, along with a dozen Russian ‘‘trolls’’ who were

employed by Prigozhin’s IRA. The indictment stated that

the accused had ‘‘operated social media pages and groups

designed to attract U.S. audiences’’ in order to advance

divisive issues and create discord, falsely claiming that
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those pages and groups were controlled by American

activists [9, 30].

The dozen Internet ‘‘trolls’’ described in Mueller’s

indictment belonged to a larger workforce comprised of

approximately 1000 Russian trolls employed by Pri-

gozhin’s IRA [31–33]. Working in a building in St.

Petersburg, these IRA employees toiled around the clock in

two, 12-h shifts (a day shift and a night shift), with the

objective of fomenting discord, dissent, distrust and hos-

tility within and between targeted groups in the American

populace [34–36]. In particular, these IRA trolls were

instructed to spread disinformation that would buttress

Donald Trump’s campaign for the U.S. Presidency, while

undermining the campaign of Hillary Clinton

[7, 32, 36, 37].

The Computational Propaganda Project housed primar-

ily in the Oxford Internet Institute, reported that 19 million

identifiable ‘‘bot’’ accounts tweeted in support of Trump or

Clinton in the week leading up to the 2016 Presidential

election, with 55.1% of those in favour of Trump and only

19.1% in favour of Clinton [38–40]. This apparent disparity

in Twitter support is difficult to account for except in terms

of highly orchestrated and deliberate political interference,

given that Hillary Clinton received 65,844,954 votes

compared to Donald Trump’s 62,979,879 votes [41].

According to a study by Zannettou et al., 71% of these

‘‘fake’’ accounts were created prior to the 2016 election

[36]. The 2017 Intelligence Community Assessment pre-

pared by the CIA, FBI and NSA indicated that Russian

operatives began researching the US electoral processes

and election-related technology as early as 2014 and that

the Prigozhin-led IRA had started advocating on behalf of

Donald Trump’s candidacy as early as 2015, one year prior

to the election [7]. Zannettou et al. reported that 24

accounts were created a week before the Republican

National Conference (at which Donald Trump was for-

mally nominated as the Republican candidate for the 2016

Presidential election) [36]. The study also found that the

Russian Internet trolls attempted to mask their disinfor-

mation campaign by adopting different identities, changing

their screen names and profile information, and in some

cases, deleting their previous tweets.

Much has been said about the use of social media bots

during the 2016 U.S. presidential election and the 2016

U.K. Brexit referendum [10, 13, 14]. Briefly, the transfer

and transformation of information on the Internet is not

accomplished by people, but rather, by algorithms, which

are scripts that convert mathematical expressions into

instructions for the Internet [39]. The Cambridge Analytica

application, which attracted so much negative attention to

Facebook in the aftermath of the 2016 U.S. Presidential

election and the 2016 U.K. Brexit referendum, would be an

example of an algorithm that was designed for the express

purpose of collecting and evaluating behavioural data such

as the likes, dislikes and political proclivities of the Face-

book users whose data it collected [42].

It is estimated that these social media bots comprise

between 5 and 9% of the overall Twitter population and

account for approximately 24% of all tweets [43]. Stories

that ‘‘go viral’’—i.e. that rise to the top of Twitter feeds—

are often pushed there by these social media bots through

manipulation of the social media platform’s algorithms

[43].

Many consumers of ‘‘fake news’’ or dis/misinformation

tend to accept what they read at face value. The Pew

Research Center reports that 36% of Americans get their

news from Facebook [44], and of those who use Twitter

regularly, over half depend on Twitter as their source of

news [44, 45]. It can be said that the frequent tweeting and

re-tweeting of dis/misinformation by bots leads to ever-

increasing exposure, resulting in an ‘‘echo chamber effect’’

[46]. Evidence also suggests that many individuals are

unable to distinguish between factual and non-factual

content found on Twitter and Facebook [24]. Indeed,

according to a Stanford University study, far too many are

inclined to accept images or statements that they come

across on social media at face value, without questioning

the source of those images or statements.

Russian interference is by no means restricted to the US

and the UK. To illustrate, in 2019, the European Com-

mission released a progress report on its Action Plan

Against Disinformation. According to the Commission,

evidence gathered throughout 2018 and early 2019 con-

firmed ongoing disinformation activities originating from

Russian sources, believed to be undertaken for the purpose

of influencing voter preferences and suppressing voter

turnout in the EU Parliamentary elections [22, 47]. A

recent study of Canadian Twitter data suggests that Russian

trolls were behind ‘‘fake news’’ stories that attempted to

stoke fear and distrust between Muslims and non-Muslims

following the 2017 shooting deaths of six worshippers at a

mosque in Quebec City, leading to renewed concerns that

Russian trolls might attempt to interfere in the Fall 2019

Canadian federal election [48, 49]. Indeed, Russian disin-

formation activities on social media have continued apace

in a concerted effort to promote anti-NATO sentiments and

push pro-Russian narratives around the globe [49].

This is not to suggest that all known disinformation

campaigns have been launched by Russia. A 2019 inven-

tory compiled by the Oxford Internet Institute found evi-

dence of disinformation campaigns in 70 different

countries around the world, for example, Armenia, India,

Malaysia, Mexico, The Philippines, Saudi Arabia, The

United Arab Emirates and Venezuela [50]. Countries such

as China and Saudi Arabia are believed to be making

increasing use of disinformation campaigns beyond their
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own borders [51]. That said, Russian disinformation

activities have been documented in the Czech Republic and

Slovakia as far back as 2013 [52], and in the 2014 election

in the Ukraine, which itself followed shortly after Russia’s

annexation of the Crimean Peninsula [53, 54].

Observers have warned that Beijing is now seeking

narrative control on a worldwide scale, believing that it

must prevent any critical external opinions of its policies or

practices from entering domestic discourse out of fear that

they may damage the image of the CCP [54]. Recently, the

Chinese government’s approach has become more

aggressive, as they attempt to exploit the openness of

Western societies by eroding trust in their democratic

institutions and processes via execution of state-sponsored

disinformation [54]. Chinese disinformation has struck

against states within their immediate vicinity, e.g. Taiwan

and Hong Kong, as well as against nations such as Aus-

tralia, Canada and the US [55, 56].

Iran has employed foreign interference against Canada

via disinformation on social media, particularly Twitter

[48, 56]. The 2015 Canadian federal election was targeted

by Iran, although in contrast to Russian activities, Iranian

disinformation was primarily anti-Harper (the former

Prime Minster of Canada) [47]. More recently, Iran has

engaged in interference on Twitter, posting about Canadian

pipelines [56].

The Chinese and Iranians have learned from and adop-

ted Russian strategies and techniques, making it difficult to

distinguish between these foreign state actors [57]. A

complicating factor is the adoption of Russian strategies

and techniques by far-right domestic groups. Nonetheless,

some differences appear, especially in terms of the lack of

sophistication of Chinese disinformation when micro-tar-

geting particular subgroups and Iran’s generally more

‘‘left-leaning’’ choice of content [58].

Various researchers have mobilized artificial intelli-

gence to counter the type of disinformation warfare

employed by Russia during the 2016 U.S. Presidential

election and the 2016 U.K. Brexit referendum. In 2017,

Darren Linvill and John Walker (from Clemson University)

gathered and saved vast numbers of Twitter postings (prior

to their removal from the Internet by the platform, thereby

preserving the evidence and making the data available to

the academic, cyber-security and law enforcement com-

munities for study [51]. Our research team has made

extensive use of the IRA’s Twitter postings that were

gathered, saved and made available by Linvill and Walker.

In 2017, William Yang Wang released his LIAR dataset,

which included 12,836 statements labelled for their subject

matter, situational context, and truthfulness, broken down

into training, validation, and test sets, along with instruc-

tions for automatic fake news detection [59]. In addition,

William Wang reported that the open-source software

toolkit, LibShortText, developed by the Machine Learning

Group at National Taiwan University, had been shown to

perform well when it came to short text classification

[60, 61]. The dataset provided by Linvill and Walker and

the suggestion by William Wang about using LibShortText

were both used by us to inform and refine the machine

learning and automated analysis processes described in the

following sections on Methodology and Research Results.

In the above-mentioned study using the LIAR dataset,

William Wang found that when it came to automatic lan-

guage detection, a hybrid convoluted Deep Neural Network

that integrated both meta-data and text produced superior

results to text-only approaches [59]. We are employing a

somewhat similar approach to that of William Wang, in

that we are using a combination of Tensor Flow [61], the

LibShortText program developed by the Machine Learning

Group at National Taiwan University [60], LibLinear, a

companion open source software package to LibShortText,

again developed by the same Machine Learning Group at

National Taiwan University that developed LibShortText

[62], a text-reading program (the Posit toolkit) that also

produces meta-data or mark-up [63, 64], plus the Random

Forest classifier [64].

Employing techniques of machine learning and natural

language processing, a 2018 study of Twitter troll activity

in the 2016 U.S. Presidential election found that a model

blending measurements of ‘‘precision’’ and ‘‘recall’’ failed

to accurately classify 34% of troll posts, suggesting that

such models could not be relied upon to identify and screen

out fake news [65]. However, a 2019 paper entitled

‘‘Defending Against Neural Fake News’’ reports on the

development of GROVER, a computer model that can both

generate and detect neural fake news, premised on the

notion that while most fake news is presently generated by

humans, the fake news of the future may be generated by

machines. The authors of this paper report additionally that

they have been able to discriminate fake news with an

accuracy of 92%, as opposed to the more standard 73%

accuracy exhibited by other fake news discriminators [66].

Our research results, reported below, come closer at times

to approximating those described in this 2019 study.

Recently, there has been an increasing focus on the

detection of foreign-controlled ‘‘bots’’ and ‘‘sock puppet’’

accounts as a means of identifying disinformation cam-

paigns [67]. As noted previously, bots are social media

accounts that are controlled by software rather than by real

people [39]. Use of bots can artificially cause a topic or

hashtag to trend, reaching many more users than could be

reached by sending messages manually [68]. Sock puppet

accounts are operated by users who are pretending to be

someone else. They seek to accumulate a history of activity

and obtain a level of trust in order to create the impression

that they are legitimate sources of information. The
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accounts are usually disguised by employing different

identities (multiple users) that seemingly have no rela-

tionship to each other, but they can be detected because the

supposedly ‘‘different’’ accounts exhibit similar sentiment

orientation and behaviours [69].

3 Methodology

Our analysis of ‘‘fake news’’ messages posted by the

(IRA), before, during and after the 2016 U.S. Presidential

election, employed a variety of approaches, including

collection of IRA posts and ‘‘real news’’ datasets using

TDC, plus machine analysis of large samples of the posts

using TensorFlow, Random Forest, LibShortText, LibLin-

ear and the Posit toolkit. Although this research was geared

primarily toward machine learning and the development of

an artificial intelligence tool to aid in the rapid and accurate

pinpointing of disinformation attacks in their early stages,

we also conducted qualitative, textual analysis of 2500 of

the Russian IRA’s ‘‘fake news’’ Twitter posts and 2500 of

their ‘‘fake news’’ Facebook posts in order to cross-validate

the classification accuracies of the machine-learning algo-

rithms and to probe into the alleged degree of Russian

involvement in the alleged disinformation warfare

campaign.

3.1 The dark crawler

TDC is a custom-written, web-crawling software tool,

developed by Richard Frank of Simon Fraser University’s

ICCRC. This application captures Web content from the

open and Dark Web, as well as structured content from

online discussion forums and various social media plat-

forms. TDC uses key words, key phrases and other syntax

to retrieve relevant pages from the Web. TDC analysed

them and recursively follows the links out of those pages.

Statistics are automatically collected and retained for each

webpage extracted, including frequency of keywords and

the number of images and videos (if any are present). The

entire content of each webpage is also preserved for further

manual and automated textual analysis. Content retrieved

by TDC is parsed into an Excel-style worksheet, with each

data element being identified and extracted. In previous

studies of this nature, we have employed this same pro-

cedure to collect over 100 million forum posts from across

a vast number of hacking and extremist forums, to be used

for later analysis [70, 71].

3.2 Natural language processing

We employed OpenNLP for data extraction and pre-pro-

cessing for TensorFlow, LibShortText, LibLinear and

Random Forest. OpenNLP was originally a Java-based

machine learning toolkit for the processing of natural lan-

guage text [71], which, although Java-based, can be inte-

grated into a.NET-based program. It has also been ported

to the.NET family of languages, which we used for our

NLP needs. The tools included in this processing include:

(1) a sentence detector to separate paragraphs into

sentences (not a trivial job, given how acronyms

and numbers can also use periods)

(2) a tokenizer to separate the sentences into words

(3) a Part-Of-Speech tagger to tag each word with the

type of word it is (noun, verb, etc.) based on the word

and the context it is found within

(4) a chunker, to group the tagged words into groups for

easier analysis

All of these components were then combined to extract

more information from the given text.

This data that we input to the machine-learning models

contains only the ID of the content and the full textual

content of the social media post, which are fed into

OpenNLP, which then analyses each text and generates

extra statistics about the text. In our case, an additional 126

features are generated for each text, and were appended to

the data. This data is then moved onto the Windows server

and Linux Server, where the various algorithms are used to

build the respective models.

3.3 TensorFlow (Deep Neural Networks)

TensorFlow, originally developed by the Google Brain

Team, is a machine learning system that employs deep

neural networks, inspired by real-life neural systems [61].

The learning algorithms are designed to excel in pattern

recognition and knowledge-based prediction by training

sensory data through an artificial network structure of

neurons (nodes) and neuronal connections (weights). The

network structure is usually constructed with an input

layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output layer. Each

layer contains multiple nodes, with connections between

the nodes in the different layers. As data are fed into this

neural system, weights are calculated and repeatedly

changed for each connection [61].

To elaborate, Deep Neural Networks (DNN) constitute a

network of neurons, or nodes, which are organized into

rows, each of which represents a layer. Layers are identi-

fied as input, hidden and output, respectively. The input

layer takes information directly from the data, as an input

value, and passes it through to the DNN. Hidden layers

exist between the input layer and the output layer. DNNs

can use any number of hidden layers for the network. The

greater the number of hidden layers, the deeper the DNN

becomes. Multiple hidden layers allow DNNs to solve
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more complex problems, by preventing the Network from

relying on linear separability, as would be the case with

decision trees. Where decision trees follow a linear rule

pattern, establishing which class values exhibit specific

characteristics, DNNs can generate patterns that are not

limited to a single dimension. The output layer displays the

various outputs required for the problem. In this case, the

class values (real, fake or other) would be presented in the

output layer. Figure 1 demonstrates what a DNN looks

like. In this example the DNN is attempting to predict the

probability of a specific type of Iris (plant genus). In the

input layer, information about specific characteristics of

Irises are exposed to the DNN, after which the hidden

layers attempt to group the characteristics into categories.

The output layer then produces the probability that an Iris

will be a certain species.

In the early stages of experimentation, we employed

TensorFlow default settings for the parameters pertaining

to the number of partitions, epochs, layers, learning rate,

and regularization. With respect to regularization, data was

partitioned into groups according to the order in which it

appeared in the dataset. Thus, if the majority of the ‘‘real

information’’ messages appeared in the beginning of the

dataset, it would be difficult to maintain consistent accu-

racy when conducting X-fold cross-validation. To over-

come this issue, the data were randomized as it became

partitioned. Furthermore, each partition maintained the

same data across all X-fold cross-validation tests, so that

the accuracy of the results could be compared properly.

TensorFlow next compared the same data against the

constructed Deep Neural Networks model and utilized that

model to predict the category for each data entry. To be

able to run large numbers of experiments, we wrapped all

code into a standalone function, so that large numbers of

various scenarios could be designed, set up and tested

continuously. These batch jobs allowed us to evaluate

different combinations of parameters. The parameters of

each run, and the corresponding results, are also shown

below. Tests were run using 10 partitions, with training on

the first 9 partitions, and testing on the last partition.

3.4 LibShortText

LibShortText is an open-source software package, devel-

oped by the Machine Learning Group at National Taiwan

University. The use of LibShortText was recommended in

a 2018 paper by William Yang Wang of the University of

California at Santa Barbara, wherein he also described (and

provided access to) his benchmark LIAR dataset. This

LIAR dataset, which included 12,836 statements labelled

for their subject matter, situational context, and truthful-

ness, was broken down into training, validation and test

sets and was accompanied by instructions for automatic

fake news detection [60].

LibShortText is said to be more efficient and more

extensible than other generalized text-mining tools,

allowing for the conversion of short texts into sparse fea-

ture vectors, and also for micro- and macro-level error

analysis [60]. On a typical computer, for example, pro-

cessing and training with 10 million short texts requires

only half an hour or so, whereas some text-mining tools

such as Posit (discussed later) might require a day or more.

LibShortText includes an interactive tool for error analysis,

and the program’s default options usually work well,

without tedious fine-tuning.

For our research project, we built a model using the

default settings that came with the LibShortText software.

We started by running ‘‘$ python text-train.py trainfile,’’

which generated a ‘‘trainfile.model’’ for our given ‘‘train-

file.’’ Working with this previously built model, we set out

to predict the classification labels of the test set, or

‘‘trainfile,’’ using the instructions: ‘‘$ python text-

Fig. 1 Neural nodes of a DNN used to predict probability of an Iris type
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predict.py -f testfile trainfile.model predict_result,’’ fol-

lowed by ‘‘Option –f’’ to overwrite the existing model file

and predict_result.

3.5 LibLinear

LibLinear is a companion open-source software package to

LibShortText, again developed by the same Machine

Learning Group at National Taiwan University that

developed LibShortText [62]. LibShortText is a text anal-

ysis program, while LibLinear is a classification program.

LibLinear predicts the accuracy of the classification per-

formed by LibShortText, much like WEKA predicts the

accuracy of the classification performed by Posit (discussed

below). Another advantage to LibLinear is that it supports

incremental and decremental learning, or to express it

differently, the addition and removal of data in order to

improve optimization and decrease run time. LibShortText,

on the other hand, does not readily support updating of the

model.

In an earlier test run, using a ‘‘train’’ dataset consisting

of 90,000 ‘‘fake news’’ articles taken from the Kaggle and

FA-KES datasets and the ISOT (fake news) dataset, juxta-

posed with 80,000 ‘‘real news’’ articles taken from the

ISOT (real news) dataset plus sources such as the BBC,

CBC, The Globe & Mail, Sky News and the Vancouver Sun,

followed afterward by a ‘‘test’’ data set using 90,000 of the

same real news articles and 10,000 of the same fake news

articles, LibLinear yielded a remarkable classification

accuracy of 98.24%. This however was a smaller dataset

used as a preliminary test to determine viability of using

this algorithm for our experiments.

3.6 Random forest

A decision tree is one of the basic, and probably most

understandable, classification algorithms [72]. In the Ran-

dom Forest method, classification trees (of the type found

in WEKA) are independently constructed by employing a

bootstrap sample of the entire dataset, and then relying on a

simple majority vote for predictive purposes (see Fig. 2),

rather than relying on earlier trees to boost the weight of

successive trees [65, 73]. WEKA [74] employs a standard

J48 tree classification method with tenfold cross-validation.

In this cross-validation, 10% of the data are hidden, and

conditions are sought that will split the remaining 90% of

the dataset in two, with each part having as many data-

points as possible belonging to a single class. Accuracy of

the tree is then considered relative to the hidden 10% of the

data. This process is normally repeated 10 times, each time

with a different hidden 10% subset, with WEKA producing

a measure of how many data items were correctly

classified.

The predicted label of Random Forest’s input data is a

vote by the trees in the forest, weighted by their probability

estimates. That is, the predicted class is the one with

highest mean probability estimate across the trees. Thus,

the prediction probabilities of Random Forest can be

computed as the mean predicted class probabilities of the

trees in the forest, and the class probability of a single tree

is the fraction of samples of the same class in a leaf [75].

3.7 The combined model

The combined model that we presently envision (see

Fig. 3) commences with TDC, which collects data from

social media platforms, which are then stored in TDC’s

database (Step 2). The section of the data for which known

labels exist (e.g. dis/misinformation, real information or

other) is exported into a flat-file (CSV format—Step 3).

This data contains only the ID of the content, and the full

text of the content and is fed into our NLP algorithm

(OpenNLP in our case) which analyses each text and

generates extra statistics about the text; in our case, for

each text, an additional 126 features are generated and

appended to the exported data. This data is then moved

onto the Windows server (Step 5a) and Linux Server (Step

5b) where the various algorithms are used to build the

respective models. A total of 4 models have been built,

Random Forest (using Scikit-learn) and Deep Neural Net-

works (using TensorFlow) are built on Windows (where

TensorFlow seems more stable) while LibLinear and Lib-

ShortText are built on Linux (where those algorithms were

found to be more stable). Once the resulting model files are

generated, the process is complete, and the system is ready

for prediction on new content.

In TDC, a new feature is available where users can

browse paginated results of predicted posts, sorted mainly

by Real, Fake and Troll class categories and News, Twitter

and Facebook source types. On top of the predicted prob-

abilities, the user can edit the four textbox fields right

below the columns for each model type (i.e. LibLinear,

LibShortText, Random Forest, TensorFlow) to set the

weights and click calculate to see the effective total

probability of prediction (see Fig. 4).

The formula for calculating the total probability is as

follows:

WLL � PLLð Þ þ ðWLST � PLSTÞ þ WRF � PRFð Þ þ WTF � PTFð Þ
WLL þWLST þWRF þWTF

where LL is the LibLinear model; LST is the LibShortText

model; TF is TensorFlow’s Deep Neural Net model; RF is

the Random Forest model and Wx represents the user-as-

signed weight for algorithm x; Px represents the probability

of the requested class, as predicted by algorithm x.
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For example, when calculating the prediction probabil-

ity that a specific text is ‘‘real’’, the user-defined weight for

LibLinear (WLL) is multiplied by the probability that the

text is ‘‘real’’ according to LibLinear (PLL), which is then

added to the weight and probabilities of the other three

algorithms. The final total is divided by the sum of weights

assigned to all four algorithms, resulting in a weighted

average. If the user prefers to use only a single algorithm,

the weight can be set to 1, with the weights of the other

Fig. 2 Random es (Retrieved

from https://compgenomr.

github.io/book/trees-and-

forests-random-forests-in-

action.html

Fig. 3 Model building process

Fig. 4 Weight entry validation
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algorithms set to 0. The ultimate goal is to provide a pre-

diction and alert process whereby the user can be notified

of a disinformation campaign on social media in near-real-

time.

LibLinear, Random Forest and TensorFlow model

algorithms have an option for printing out the predicted

class probabilities (floating-point numbers between 0.0 and

1.0). Currently we are storing this information in the

database along with the predicted labels. LibLinear pre-

sently supports probability outputs for logistic regression

only. The probability model for logistic regression is:

P y=xð Þ ¼ 1

1 þ e�ywTx
; where y ¼ �1

The predicted label of Random Forest’s input data is a

vote by the trees in the forest, weighted by their probability

estimates. That is, the predicted class is the one with

highest mean probability estimate across the trees. Thus,

the prediction probabilities of Random Forest can be

computed as the mean predicted class probabilities of the

trees in the forest, and the class probability of a single tree

is the fraction of samples of the same class in a leaf [75].

For the TensorFlow DNN classification model, tf.esti-

mator.DNNClassifier returns four predictions: logits,

probabilities, class_ids, classes, where class_id is integer

and classes is string representing the predicted class.

3.8 The posit toolkit

The Posit toolkit was developed by George Weir of the

Department of Computer and Information Sciences at the

University of Strathclyde. Posit generates frequency data

and Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging while accommodating

large text corpora. The data output from Posit includes

values for total words (tokens), total unique words (types),

type/token ratio, number of sentences, average sentence

length, number of characters, average word length, noun

types, verb types, adjective types, adverb types, preposition

types, personal pronoun types, determiner types, possessive

pronoun types, interjection types, particle types, nouns,

verbs, prepositions, personal pronouns, determiners,

adverbs, adjectives, possessive pronouns, interjections and

particles. When analysing texts using Posit, output is

generated at several levels of detail. Of these, the summary

level is the most general, e.g. the total number of verbs,

nouns, adjectives, etc. for a total of 27 features in all. An

example of such output is shown in Fig. 6.

As it was configured for previous studies, the Posit

toolkit created data on the basis of word-level information;

thus, the limited content of the Russian IRA tweets that we

were examining meant that many of the original features

might have zero values. For this particular research project,

Posit was extended to include analysis of character-level

content, to assist with the analysis of short texts. To this

end, the system supplemented the standard word-level

statistics, generating an additional 44-character features for

each instance of text data. These new features included

quantitative information on individual alphanumeric char-

acters, plus a subset of special characters—specifically,

exclamation marks, question marks, periods, asterisks and

dollar signs. The extension of Posit to embrace character-

level as well as word-level data maintained the domain-

neutral nature of Posit analysis. As a result of this extended

Posit analysis, each data item (tweet) was represented by a

set of 71 features, rather than the usual twenty-seven [1].

Thereafter, Posit’s summary values for each data item

are treated as features that describe the associated item.

Each data item is thereby represented by numerical values

for Posit’s 27 summary features. To these features, we can

add the pre-classification value–in the present case, this is

either ‘‘real’’ information or ‘‘misinformation’’—thereby

characterising each data item by these 28 features (see

Fig. 4).

In the case of Posit, the resultant data were input to the

WEKA data analysis application. For Posit, the standard

J48 tree WEKA classification method was applied, aug-

mented with the Random Forest classification method, both

with ten-fold validation (as described above). WEKA then

produced a measure of how many of the text items were

correctly classified. In the Random Forest method, classi-

fication trees (of the type found in WEKA) are indepen-

dently constructed, by employing a bootstrap sample of the

entire dataset, and then relying on a simple majority vote

for predictive purposes, rather than relying on earlier trees

to boost the weight of successive trees.

Using a software tool such as WEKA, we evaluate the

efficacy of the quantitative data as a basis for matching the

pre-classification of the considered data set. Specific

algorithms are selected within the classification tool.

Combined with the feature set, the software tool (WEKA)

builds a classification model and considers its ability to

match the pre-classification. As detailed elsewhere, the

evaluation of any model’s performance in WEKA gener-

ates the following measures: confusion matrix, accuracy

(acc), precision (pr), recall (rec) and F1 score (f1). A

confusion matrix is an NxN table that summarizes model

performance, where N is the number of classes being

considered.

In the preliminary stages of our research, we envisioned

the Posit toolkit as part of our combined model, along with

TDC, TensorFlow (Deep Neural Networks), LibShortText,

LibLinear and Random Forest. However, we found that

Posit worked better as a stand-alone model, as it was taking

longer than LibShortText and LibLinear to process social

media messages, and did not integrate particularly well into

the.Net and REST applications being used for the other
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machine-learning algorithms. Nevertheless, Posit per-

formed as well as some of the other machine-learning

algorithms employed in our combined model, and at times

outperformed one or more of them in certain experiments.

Thus, we have continued to employ Posit in our research,

and in fact, used it in a recent study of COVID-19 dis/

misinformation on social media.

3.9 The research sample

At the beginning of the project, the research team down-

loaded a dataset of 2,946,219 Twitter messages (tweets)

from git.hub, which had been posted online by fivethir-

tyeight.com. This dataset of tweets was collected and

assembled by the aforementioned professors from Clemson

University, Darren Linvill and Patrick Warren [51]. These

tweets were described as originating from the Russian IRA,

also referred to in common parlance as the Russian troll

factory, a hostile foreign agency that was believed to have

intentionally interfered in the 2016 U.S. Presidential elec-

tion and the 2016 U.K. Brexit referendum. As the various

approaches used in our research (i.e. manual qualitative

analysis, Posit, TensorFlow, LibShortText and Random

Forest) were designed to read English text, a decision was

made to extract only those entries that were labelled as

being ‘‘English,’’ so in the process, we excluded languages

such as Albanian, Bulgarian, Catalan, Croatian, Dutch,

Estonian, French, German, Italian, Russian, Ukrainian,

Uzbek, Vietnamese. As a consequence, 13 new Excel

spreadsheets were created, with 2,116,904 English-speak-

ing tweets remaining in the dataset following the removal

of all non-English tweets.

Having acquired the Russian (IRA) Twitter data, we

then sought a second Twitter dataset that would allow us to

develop a classification model based upon comparison

between ‘‘real news’’ and what has often been referred to

simply as ‘‘fake news’’. To this end, we analysed the tex-

tual content from the full set of IRA tweets (or ‘‘fake

news’’) using Posit, in order to identify frequently occur-

ring terms, and more specifically, nouns. The resultant

‘‘keyword’’ list was used by TDC, in order to retrieve a set

of matching ‘‘real news’’ Twitter posts from legitimate

news sites.

The customized crawler harvested Twitter feeds main-

tained by more ‘‘traditional,’’ mainstream news sources,

such as the Globe and Mail, CBC News, CTV News, the

BBC, the New York Times, the Daily Telegraph, the Wall

Street Journal, Asahi Shim-Bun, Times of India, the

Washington Post, the Guardian, and Daily Mail Online,

collecting tweets posted between the beginning of January

2015 and the end of August 2018 (within the approximate

time frame of the IRA tweets). Tweets from the ‘‘real

news’’ dataset that were posted after August 2018 were

removed, as the data from the IRA tweets did not extend

beyond that time frame. We started with 90,605 tweets, but

with the removal of 10,602 tweets that had been posted in

late 2018 and early 2019, we were left with 80,003 indi-

vidual cases or tweets that exemplified ‘‘real’’ or ‘‘legiti-

mate’’ news sources. These sources of information were

selected for their reputation, journalistic integrity, and

variety in ‘‘leanings’’ right, or left.

A somewhat different sample was assembled for the

TensorFlow (Deep Neural Networks) analysis, because for

TensorFlow to operate effectively, a larger dataset is

desirable. To achieve this, we combined the 2,116,904

English-speaking ‘‘fake news’’ tweets that remained (fol-

lowing the removal of all non-English cases) with the

90,605 ‘‘real news’’ tweets that were downloaded by TDC

(prior to removal of tweets that extended beyond the time

frame of the IRA activities). This dataset was supple-

mented with 2500 posted by the IRA on Facebook pages

named variously as Blacktivist, Secured Borders, Being

Patriotic, LGBT United and United Muslims of America.

This sample of Facebook posts was collected and made

available at data.world and Tableau by Jonathon Albright

of Columbia University’s Tow Center for Digital Journal-

ism. Dr. Albright has himself conducted research into IRA

disinformation activities on social media and realized the

importance of capturing and preserving the evidence and

sharing it with other researchers [76, 77]. Thus, a large

dataset of tweets and Facebook posts was analysed in

TensorFlow following the merging of these multiple

datasets.

The first of two ‘‘real news’’ comparator datasets

intended for analysis of the IRA data was derived from

87,157 political news articles from October 2015, posted at

webhose.io. These ‘‘real news’’ articles came from a wide

variety of Web-based news posts, from sources including

the WorldNews (WN) Network, Independent Television,

Philadelphia Daily News, the Buffalo News, The Wall

Street Journal, The Washington Times, The Boston Herald,

The Chicago Sun Times, The New York Times, Fox News,

the BBC, etc. To ensure that our results would not be

predicated on only one comparator dataset, we next

obtained a second ‘‘real news’’ dataset, this time of actual

Facebook posts made available at github.com. The data

that we retrieved from github.com was originally com-

prised of 164 sets of publicly accessible Facebook status

posts. From these status posts, we manually selected

Facebook IDs that appeared to be associated with tradi-

tional news sources, such as USA Today, the New York

Times and CNBC.

Following our initial round of data collection, described

under Task 1 (above), we broadened and enriched our

selection of data sources under Task 2 (above), focussing

primarily on Facebook, Twitter, and other web-based news
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sources. A ‘‘fake news’’ list of Facebook pages was gen-

erated by searching for Facebook pages that belonged to

websites described by MediaBiasFactCheck.com as com-

ing from ‘‘questionable sources,’’ from which we derived a

list containing 530 questionable sources (websites) referred

to as ‘‘fake news.’’ Of those, 185 were found to have a

Facebook page. These pages were located by searching for

the website’s name and/or link. Only pages meeting

specific selection criteria were harvested, yielding 96,219

Facebook ‘‘fake news’’ items, recently supplemented by a

set of 3,736 Canadian Facebook ‘‘fake news’’ items.

Twitter fake news specifically assembled by the research

team for this project were extracted the same way as the set

of ‘‘fake’’ Facebook posts, i.e. using the list of 530

‘‘questionable sources’’ published by

MediaBiasFactCheck.com. From this, 181 Twitter

accounts were identified for data collection, accounting for

43,193 data items. Only Twitter accounts that contained a

link to the websites identified by MediaBiasFactCheck.com

as suspect and that met our selection criteria were included

in this sample.

Our third category of ‘‘fake news’’ was derived from

Web sites presenting themselves as legitimate sources of

real news but considered ‘‘fake.’’ News articles were col-

lected from four publicly available datasets: (1) ISOT Fake

News, (2) Getting Real About Fake News, (3) Fake News

Corpus and (4) FA-KES: A Fake News Dataset around the

Syrian War. Finally, the FA-KES dataset, created at the

American University of Beirut with the intention of helping

train machine learning models, contained 805 news articles

about the conflict in Syria, of which 46 are labelled as

‘‘fake,’’ while the remaining 378 as ‘‘real.’’

Comparator ‘‘real news’’ Facebook and Twitter data sets

have been collected from official news sources represent-

ing the top 24 Canadian newspapers in accordance with

their known circulation in 2016. We also included Huff-

ington Post Canada and two TV News sources with large

online followings—CBC News and CTV News. Apart from

the CBC, CTV and the Canadian edition of the Huffington

Post, we obtained data from 24 sources, including the

Globe and Mail, The National Post, The Toronto Star, Le

Journal de Montreal (French), Le Journal de Quebec

(French), The Vancouver Sun, The Toronto Sun, The

Hamilton Spectator, The Calgary Herald, The Winnipeg

Free Press, The Edmonton Journal, The Ottawa Citizen,

The Chronicle Herald, The Montreal Gazette, etc. In total,

we collected 31,557 ‘‘real news’’ Facebook data items from

these ‘‘trustworthy’’ news sources. We also collected

253,936 ‘‘real news’’ Twitter data items from these

‘‘trustworthy’’ news sources.

We also collected a sample of 3,500 tweets from hash-

tags such as #TrudeauMustGo, #TrudeauMustGoToJail,

and #TrudeauMustResign all of which were suspected to

contain ‘‘fake news’’ intended to influence the outcome of

the recent Canadian federal election in October 2019. We

are now in the process of collecting data from the online

news site USAReally, as it is suspected of being set up by

the Russian IRA for the purpose of interfering in the

upcoming 2020 US Presidential Election. We are also

investigating the possibility of retrieving 6691 data items

that exemplify pro-Kremlin news stories identified by the

European Union as designed to interfere in the recent 2019

EU Parliamentary Election. While the EU disinformation

cases do not involve social media campaigns per se, they

nevertheless are expected to provide us with current

examples of Russian-orchestrated disinformation activities

in a broader geopolitical setting. In addition, we are cur-

rently focussing our efforts on collecting Canadian-specific

‘‘fake news’’ Facebook items, from The Buffalo Chronicle-

Canadian edition, Canadian Truth Seekers, Million Cana-

dian March, The Canadian Defence League, The Silent

Majority Canada, The Angry Cousin, Proud Canadians and

Canada Proud. The latter dataset presently consists of

3,737 discrete data items.

At this point, we have assembled a database consisting

of 6,562,080 ‘‘real news’’ and ‘‘fake news’’ items. This is a

current value, and good only at the moment of writing, as

our data collection is extensive and ongoing.

3.10 Labelling of data

A team of five qualitative researchers (along with the team

leader) met several times, to discuss the manual classifi-

cation process, review the tentative findings, and resolve

differences in classification methods and findings. If there

were disagreements with respect to the assessment, then the

team would listen to the various arguments advanced by

those who disagreed and come up with a solution that was

mutually acceptable to all of the team members. To illus-

trate, some of the team members were unable to arrive at a

final classification for messages that were in the French

language, as they lacked fluency in French. They were not

initially provided with the source of the French language

messages, nor with the source of any of the messages, for

that matter, so they did not realize that all of those mes-

sages had been harvested from recognized, rep-

utable French language media. Once the language that the

messages contained had been explained to them, and they

became aware of the sources from which those messages

had been drawn, this classification issue was overcome.

A research decision was made to have this team of

qualitative researchers manually classify the previously

unseen set of 1000 Facebook posts and another previously

unseen set of 1000 Twitter messages. These two datasets

consisted of the above-mentioned ‘‘real news’’ and ‘‘fake

news,’’ randomly sampled from the massive ‘‘real’’ and
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‘‘fake’’ datasets that had already been input to LibLinear,

LibShortText, Random Forest and TensorFlow for training

and classification purposes. The classifications already

assigned to these 1000 Facebook posts and 1000 Twitter

messages 1000 were known to the research team working

with LibLinear, LibShortText, Random Forest and Ten-

sorFlow, but not known to the qualitative researchers.

Each of the messages in these new datasets consisting of

1000 ‘‘real’’ and ‘‘fake’’ Facebook posts and 1000 ‘‘real’’

and ‘‘fake’’ Twitter messages were read and re-read several

times, often by several researchers. Anything that they

contained that appeared to have the slightest possible

relationship to ‘‘real news’’ was subjected to a Google

search, to determine authenticity or lack thereof. All

viewable attachments or related stories were also taken into

consideration. In the final analysis, where classification

discrepancies still existed, the known sources of the mes-

sages were then examined by the team leader and a senior

researcher, to maximize classification precision. We clas-

sified 599 of the Facebook posts as ‘‘real,’’ and 401 as

‘‘fake,’’ and classified 543 of the Twitter messages ‘‘real,’’

and 457 as ‘‘fake.’’

3.11 Ethical considerations in data collection

Informed consent is a central ethical principle in research

scenarios that pose potential risk, harm, discomfort or

embarrassment to the research subjects [78, 79]. The type of

Internet research undertaken in this study of dis/misinfor-

mation on social media could abrogate the right of the

research subjects to know about the nature and duration of

the research project, the potential risks and benefits, and

what measures were being taken to ensure confidentiality

[80, 81]. In the final analysis, this study of real information

and dis/misinformation on social media used readily acces-

sible archival materials posted in a public arena, it involved

no interaction with the research subjects, and posed no

greater risk than what might normally be encountered by the

research subjects in their daily lives [82, 83]. Moreover, it

addresses a serious social problem, given that the type of dis/

misinformation promulgated by hostile foreign actors a real

threat to normal democratic processes.

4 Research findings

4.1 Research findings TensorFlow, LibShortText,
LibLinear and random forest

Overall, we found that LibShortText and LibLinear were

outperforming TensorFlow (Deep Neural Networks, using

5 hidden layer with 100 nodes) and Posit. To illustrate,

when analysing 1000 randomly selected data items taken

from our own ‘‘real news’’ dataset and from the ‘‘real

news’’ portions of the ISOT and FA-KES datasets, con-

trasted with 1000 randomly selected data items taken from

our own ‘‘fake news’’ dataset and from the ‘‘fake news’’

portions of the Kaggle, ISOT and FA-KES datasets, we

found that LibShortText and LibLinear exhibited classifi-

cation accuracies of 93 and 92%, respectively, as opposed

to Posit and WEKA at 72.7%, TensorFlow (using Posit-

generated.arff content at 54.5%, TensorFlow (using content

only) at 52.5%, and TensorFlow (using tagged text) at

48%. We would consider these TensorFlow numbers to be

no better than tossing a coin, but these results were not

entirely unexpected, as TensorFlow thrives on large data,

and this experiment was conducted using only 2,000 dis-

crete data items.

The qualitative research team had a high degree of

confidence in this manual classification, regarding it as the

‘‘gold standard,’’ against which the machine classification

could then be cross-validated, in what could essentially be

regarded as a ‘‘double-blind’’ process. The qualitative

classifications were given to the other (machine-reading)

research teams, who in turn gave the qualitative researchers

the classifications obtained by Posit, and by LibLinear,

LibShortText, Random Forest and TensorFlow for these

same two datasets. The qualitative research team then

analysed similarities and dissimilarities across the research

findings.

There was a reasonably high degree of concordance

between the classifications assigned by the different

research teams to the new datasets consisting of 1000

‘‘real’’ and ‘‘fake’’ Facebook posts and 1000 ‘‘real’’ and

‘‘fake’’ Twitter messages. For example, with the 1000

‘‘real’’ and ‘‘fake’’ Facebook posts, the classifications

assigned by the LibLinear, LibShortText, Random Forest

and TensorFlow combination were in agreement with the

manually assigned classifications 80.5% of the time (see

Table 1). In instances where there were classification dif-

ferences, they occurred almost exclusively with the clas-

sification of ‘‘real news’’ items (i.e. 196 of the ‘‘real news’’

messages, or 19.6% of the Facebook dataset). Moreover, in

cases where there were disagreements between the

LibLinear, LibShortText, Random Forest and TensorFlow

Table 1 Classification Agreement/Disagreement for Facebook

Dataset

Category Frequency Percentage

No Disagreement 803 80.3

Disagreement-Real News 196 19.6

Disagreement-Fake News 1 0.1

Total 1000 100.0
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combination and the manually assigned classifications,

LibLinear on its own agreed with (supported) the manual

classification 88 times, suggesting that LibLinear should be

given a greater weight in any future machine-reading

classification process. Indeed, the relationship between the

manual classification and the classification provided by

LibLinear was particularly strong and robust

(X2 = 608.374, df = 1, p = 0.001).

Much the same can be said with respect to the 1000

‘‘real’’ and ‘‘fake’’ Twitter messages, albeit with not quite

the same degree of confidence. The classifications assigned

by the LibLinear, LibShortText, Random Forest and Ten-

sorFlow combination were in agreement with the manually

assigned classifications only 59.6% of the time (see

Table 2). Unlike the case with the Facebook dataset,

however, in instances where there were classification dif-

ferences with Twitter, they occurred almost exclusively

with the classification of ‘‘fake news’’ items (i.e. 401 of the

‘‘fake news’’ messages, or 40.1% of the Twitter dataset).

Again, in cases where there were disagreements between

the LibLinear, LibShortText, Random Forest and Ten-

sorFlow combination and the manually assigned classifi-

cations, LibLinear on its own agreed with (supported) the

manual classification 331 times, adding further evidence

that LibLinear should be given a greater weight in any

future machine-reading classification process. As was the

case with the Facebook dataset, the relationship between

the manual classification and the classification provided by

LibLinear was strong and robust (X2 = 238.077, df = 1,

p = 0.001), albeit not as strong and robust as it was for

classification of the 1000 Facebook data items.

4.2 Posit findings—overview

The set of 1000 Facebook posts and 1000 Twitter messages

described above were forwarded to the research team at

Strathclyde University in Scotland for classification and

cross-validation purposes. As was the case with the sam-

ples initially provided to the qualitative research team,

these datasets did not include classification scores from the

LibLinear, LibShortText, Random Forest, TensorFlow

team, nor did they include the classification scores that had

subsequently been assigned by the qualitative research

team. Rather, the classification scores that had subse-

quently been assigned by the qualitative research team

were only provided after the provisional classification was

conducted in Posit. As importantly, the two new datasets

that were forwarded to Strathclyde for Posit analysis did

not include information about the sources from which the

‘‘real’’ and ‘‘fake’’ news were drawn, thereby precluding

anyone at the Strathclyde end from identifying them as

‘‘real’’ or ‘‘fake, solely on the basis of source. Essentially,

this could be regarded as another ‘‘double-blind’’ process.

The following is a detailed account of the findings of the

research team at Strathclyde.

(1) Complexion Analysis of 1000 Twitter messages and

1000 Facebook messages

The purpose of complexion analysis is to reveal

any gross discrepancies in characteristics between

the data items that have been classified. For

instance, there is always a possibility that a single

distinctive feature may unduly influence the auto-

mated classification process. Once the classification

has been undertaken, we are able to undertake the

subsequent inspection of key characteristics of each

class, in order to gain a view on the likelihood of

such influential factors as number of words, num-

ber of characters, number of special characters, as

well as maximum, minimum and average values

for each of these features.

Following the manual classification, all data

samples were contrasted to determine their com-

plexion in terms of total words, total characters and

total special characters. The special characters are a

subset of the non-alphanumeric characters, which

are expected to appear routinely in social media

posts. This small subset comprises exclamation

marks, dollar signs, question marks, asterisks and

periods.

The following details the results of complexion

analysis on the Twitter and Facebook data subsets

that were classified manually by the qualitative

research team on the basis of extensive, in-depth

analyses of the 1000 randomly selected tweets and

1000 randomly selected Facebook posts (Figs. 5

and 6).

(2) Twitter and Facebook Comparison

Data items drawn from different social media

platforms (SMPs, Facebook, for example) may be

expected to display distinctive characteristics that

reflect their particular SMP origin. Indeed, compar-

ing lexical features across social networks through

quantitative methods is not likely to afford useful

insights toward the classification of individual items,

Table 2 Classification Agreement/Disagreement for Twitter Dataset

Category Frequency Percentage

No Disagreement 596 59.6

Disagreement-Fake News 401 40.1

Disagreement-Real News 3 0.3

Total 1000 100.0
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since their social network provenance is usually a

given. Nevertheless, in the present context, we are

exploring aspects that may influence the decision on

‘‘real’’ or ‘‘fake’’ classification. Before presenting

complexion details of the separate Twitter and

Facebook data samples, we can note the evident

similarities and dissimilarities between these two

datasets.

The number of words exhibited by the differently

sourced samples, reflecting how this is distributed

across each set of 1000 items, is illustrated in Fig. 7.

This exhibits a very similar distribution curve.

The corresponding distribution of character counts

is shown in Fig. 8. This exposes a difference in scale,

with Twitter items generally greater in character

count than Facebook, but, once again, the distribu-

tion curves reveal a similar shape.

Finally, we may contrast the relative use of special

characters in each of the Twitter and Facebook

datasets. This is illustrated in Fig. 9. As with the

word and character counts, the distribution curves for

special characters between the Twitter and FacebookFig. 5 Example of posit summary output

Fig. 6 Example of posit aggregate output (prepared for WEKA input)
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datasets show similar shapes. Like the contrast

between their character counts, Twitter items exhibit

a curve that is consistently above the values for the

Facebook items.

(3) Twitter

This Twitter dataset comprised 1000 samples that

were manually classified by the qualitative research

team as either ‘‘real’’ or ‘‘fake’’. The breakdown for

these two classes, as classified by the qualitative

researchers, was 543 ‘‘real’’ and 457 ‘‘fake’’ data

items. Considering the number of words that were

present in the data items from these two classes, we

determined that there was little difference in the

average number of words of each class of tweet, with

‘‘real’’ averaging 23 words and ‘‘fake’’ averaging 22

words. The minimum number of words were also

close, with ‘‘real’’ tweets recording 6 words and

‘‘fake’’ tweets recording 4 words. A greater differ-

ence was apparent in terms of the maximum number

of words, with ‘‘real’’ tweets reaching 67 words and

‘‘fake’’ tweets only 31 (Table 3). Despite the

apparent scale of this difference, the distribution of

tweets when focusing on number of words for each

of the two classes is fairly similar. Figure 10

illustrates this distribution.

While such contrasts in data complexion are not

used in our present classification, they demonstrate

the insights that can be afforded by this step in our

methodology. This is all the more evident as we turn

our attention to the individual datasets.

The Twitter samples displayed similar scale in the

average number of characters, with ‘‘real’’ Tweets on

170 characters and ‘‘fake’’ Tweets on 172 characters.

Minimum number of characters in Tweets were 40

and 26, respectively. As with the comparison of

maximum number of words, the contrast in maxi-

mum number of characters appears marked, with

‘‘real’’ Tweets reaching 525 and ‘‘fake’’ Tweets at

279. Although the maximum number of characters

for Tweets permitted on Twitter is 280 characters,

this is exceeded if URLs are included. The full length

of such URLs would be retained as text in our data

samples. These contrasts are shown in Table 3, with

the corresponding distributions illustrated in Fig. 10.

The final contrast between the ‘‘real’’ and ‘‘fake’’

Tweet classes took into consideration the presence of

our special character set. In this case, the average

special character count was similar between the two

classes of Tweets, with ‘‘real’’ reaching 27 and

‘‘fake’’ at 26. The minimum and maximum number

of occurrences were also very close for each Twitter

class, with ‘‘real’’ minimum at 16 and ‘‘fake’’

minimum at 15, ‘‘real’’ maximum at 38 and ‘‘fake’’

maximum at 37 (Table 3). The distribution of special

character count across the two classes of Tweet is

shown in Fig. 10.

While these particular ‘‘real’’ and ‘‘fake’’ Twitter

classes display similar graph shapes in distribution

across our three features (word count, character

count and special character count), for each of these

Fig. 7 Word count distribution for twitter and facebook datasets

Fig. 8 Character count distribution for twitter and facebook datasets

Fig. 9 Special character count distribution for twitter and facebook

datasets
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features there is an evident extension in range for the

‘‘real’’ Tweets. This may indicate that the process of

manual classification was based upon sizes in word

count, character count and special character count,

with Tweets at the higher reaches of these values

being more readily characterised as ‘‘real’’. Corre-

spondingly, the manual classification of ‘‘fake’’

Tweets may be ‘easier’ for shorter Tweets (Fig. 11).

(4) Facebook

This Facebook data set comprised 1000 samples

that were manually classified as ‘‘real’’ or ‘‘fake’’.

The breakdown against these classes was 599 ‘‘real’’

and 401 ‘‘fake’’.

Considering the number of words present in data

items of these two classes, we determined that there

was some difference in the average number of words

of each class of Facebook post, with ‘‘real’’ averag-

ing 22 words and ‘‘fake’’ averaging 14 words. The

minimum number of words were identical at 1

(Table 3). A greater difference was apparent in terms

of their maximum word length, with ‘‘real’’ posts

reaching 88 words and ‘‘fake’’ posts only 70.

Figure 12 shows the distribution in the number of

words across posts in the two classes. From this, we

see that the difference in average number of words

reflects the greater number of longer posts in the

‘‘real’’ class against the ‘‘fake’’ class.

The Facebook posts displayed some difference in

average character lengths, with ‘‘real’’ Facebook

posts having, on average, 142 characters and ‘‘fake’’

Tweets having 94 characters. The minimum number

of characters in posts was 6 and 4, respectively,

while the difference in maximum number of charac-

ters appears marked, with ‘‘real’’ posts reaching 636

and ‘‘fake’’ posts 159. Since a greater number of

words is likely to translate into a greater number of

characters, we should expect the graphs of each

distribution (words vs. characters) to reflect a similar

shape. The character count contrasts are shown in

Table 3, with the corresponding distributions illus-

trated in Fig. 13.

The final contrast between the ‘‘real’’ and ‘‘fake’’

Facebook post classes considered the presence of our

Table 3 Word and Character

Statistics for Twitter and

Facebook Posts

Twitter Facebook

Words Special characters Words Characters Special Characters

Real Fake Real Fake Real Fake Real Fake Real Fake

Average 23 22 27 26 22 14 142 94 21 20

Maximum 67 31 38 37 88 70 636 159 31 34

Minimum 6 4 16 15 1 1 6 4 2 2

Fig. 10 Distribution of word count by twitter class

Fig. 11 Distribution of special character counts by twitter class Fig. 12 Distribution of word counts by class of facebook post
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special character set (Table 3). In this case, the

average number of occurrences for special characters

was similar between the two classes of posts, with

‘‘real’’ reaching 21 and ‘‘fake’’ at 20. The minimum

and maximum number of occurrences were also very

close for each Facebook class, with both showing a

‘‘real’’ minimum of 2 special character occurrences.

Their values for maximum occurrence of special

characters were 31 for ‘‘real’’ and 34 for ‘‘fake’’

(Table 3). The distribution of number of special

characters across the two classes of Tweet is shown

in Fig. 14.

These particular ‘‘real’’ and ‘‘fake’’ Facebook

classes display notable differences in graph shapes

for distribution across our three features (word count,

character count and special character count). As with

our Twitter samples, these complexion analyses shed

light on the decisions taken in manual classification

and give further indication that decisions on the

‘‘real’’ items correlate closely with the scale of the

data items. This may suggest that ‘‘real’’ items are

more easily identified if they are lengthy. This is

plausible on the assumption that the human decision

maker simply had more evidence upon which to

make a judgment.

4.3 Posit findings

(1) Introduction

Following qualitative analysis on two data subsets

of social network posts from Facebook and Twitter,

we undertook a further series of six classification

experiments on the qualitatively analysed samples.

As noted, these comprised 1000 data samples from

each of Facebook and Twitter and, following their

qualitative analysis, these were manually classified

as ‘‘real’’ or ‘‘fake’’ news. The output from this stage

was a split of approximately half ‘‘real’’ and ‘‘half’’

fake posts (Table 4).

Armed with these classified datasets, we sought to

determine how accurately we might match this with

automated classification based upon Posit and char-

count analyses. To this end, we conducted six

experiments on these ‘‘labelled,’’ i.e. pre-classified,

sets of data. The following analyses were performed

for each of the Facebook and Twitter datasets: Posit

features only; charcount features only; Posit and

charcount features combined, to produce the exper-

imental set noted in Table 5, below.

(2) Applying Posit and charcount to posts from the

Facebook dataset

(a) Experiment 1–Posit

This experiment applied a Posit analysis to

the Facebook manually classified dataset in

order to generate the ‘standard’ Posit output of

27 word-based features for each of the 1000

Facebook data items. This feature information

was then re-formatted for direct use with the

WEKA knowledge acquisition software tool.

In turn, WEKA was configured to apply the

Random Forest classification algorithm and

determine the degree of match with the manual

classification. Table 6 details the performance

results for this experiment.

The performance by class for this result is

given as a confusion matrix in Table 6, which

shows that a total of 164 posts were classified

as ‘‘real’’ when in fact they were ‘‘fake’’, and

Fig. 13 Distribution of character counts by facebook class

Fig. 14 Distribution of special character counts by facebook class

Table 4 Manually classified

Facebook and Twitter posts
Real Fake Total

Facebook 599 401 1000

Twitter 540 460 1000
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71 were classified as ‘‘fake’’ when in fact they

were ‘‘real’’.

(b) Experiment 2–Charcount

This experiment applied a charcount anal-

ysis to the Facebook manually classified

dataset to generate the output of 44 charac-

ter-based features for each of the 1000 Face-

book data items. This feature information was

ready for direct use with the WEKA knowl-

edge acquisition software tool. In turn, WEKA

was configured to apply the Random Forest

classification algorithm and determine the

degree of match with the manual classification.

Table 6 details the performance results for this

experiment. The performance by class for this

result is given as a confusion matrix in

Table 6.

(c) Experiment 3–Posit and charcount

This experiment applied a combined Posit

analysis with a charcount analysis to the

Facebook manually classified dataset to gen-

erate the combined output of 71 word and

character-based features for each of the 1000

Facebook data items. This feature information

was then re-formatted for direct use with the

WEKA knowledge acquisition software tool.

In turn, WEKA was configured to apply the

Random Forest classification algorithm and

determine the degree of match with the manual

classification. Table 6 details the performance

results for this experiment. The performance

by class for this result is given as a confusion

matrix in Table 6.

Table 5 Posit and charcount experiment set

Posit charcount Posit ? charcount

Facebook Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3

Twitter Experiment 4 Experiment 5 Experiment 6

Table 6 Classification Performance

Data

Source

Analysis Classification

algorithm

Correctly

Classified

Instances (%)

Incorrectly

Classified

Instances (%)

Mean

absolute

error

Root mean

Squared

error

Confusion Matrix

Facebook Posit Random

Forest

76.50 23.50 0.3351 0.413 a b \ = classified

as

528 71 a = real

164 237 b = fake

Facebook charcount Random

Forest

73.50 26.50 0.3570 0.4219 a b \ = classified

as

518 81 a = real

184 217 b = fake

Facebook Posit ? charcount Random

Forest

73.50 26.50 0.3570 0.4219 a b \ = classified

as

528 71 a = real

172 229 b = fake

Twitter Posit Random

Forest

78.00 22.00 0.3172 0.3921 a b \ = classified

as

439 105 a = real

115 341 b = fake

Twitter charcount Random

Forest

74.40 25.60 0.3871 0.4223 a b \ = classified

as

451 92 a = real

164 293 b = fake

Twitter Posit ? charcount Random

Forest

81.60 18.40 0.3311 0.3845 a b \ = classified

as

463 81 a = real

103 353 b = fake
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(3) Applying Posit and charcount to Twitter dataset

(a) Experiment 1–Posit

This experiment applied a Posit analysis to

the Twitter manually classified dataset to

generate the ‘standard’ Posit output of 27

word-based features for each of the 1000

Twitter data items. This feature information

was then re-formatted for direct use with the

WEKA knowledge acquisition software tool.

In turn, WEKA was configured to apply the

Random Forest classification algorithm and

determine the degree of match with the manual

classification. Table 6 details the performance

results for this experiment. The performance

by class for this result is given as a confusion

matrix in Table 6.

(b) Experiment 2 – charcount

This experiment applied a charcount anal-

ysis to the Twitter manually classified dataset

to generate the output of 44 character-based

features for each of the 1000 Twitter data

items. This feature information was ready for

direct use with the WEKA knowledge acqui-

sition software tool. In turn, WEKA was

configured to apply the Random Forest clas-

sification algorithm and determine the degree

of match with the manual classification.

Table 6 details the performance results for

this experiment. The performance by class for

this result is given as a confusion matrix in

Table 6.

(c) Experiment 3 – Posit and charcount

This experiment applied a combined Posit

analysis with a charcount analysis to the

Twitter manually classified dataset to generate

the combined output of 71 word and character-

based features for each of the 1000 Twitter

data items. This feature information was then

re-formatted for direct use with the WEKA

knowledge acquisition software tool. In turn,

WEKA was configured to apply the Random

Forest classification algorithm and determine

the degree of match with the manual classifi-

cation. Table 6 details the performance results

for this experiment. The performance by class

for this result is given as a confusion matrix in

Table 6.

The results from this series of experiments

allowed us to determine that the best

performance in matching the manually classi-

fied data was for Twitter data using the

combined Posit and charcount features, at

81.60%. Next best performance was for Twit-

ter data with Posit features only, at 78.00%.

This was followed by Facebook data with Posit

features only, at 76.50% and Twitter data

using charcount features only, at 74.40%.

Facebook data with combined Posit and using

only the charcount features both resulted at an

accuracy of 73.50%.

5 Discussion

The degree to which the IRA’s disinformation campaign

actually altered the outcome of the 2016 U.S. Presidential

Election remains a subject of debate. Uhlmann and

McCombie have argued that the IRA’s efforts were poorly

disguised, and that the IRA’s cooperation with other

branches of the Russian government that were similarly

tasked with meddling in the U.S. election were poorly

coordinated and likely not as effective as might be imag-

ined [84]. Instead, the Russians may have benefitted more

from embarrassing the U.S. government by demonstrating

to the international community the vulnerability of the

American system to this sort of attack, and by setting the

various political factions within the US on the warpath in

the aftermath of the election. Nor can it be said that the US

is an innocent victim in the arena of election meddling —

they too have engaged for decades in interference in the

political affairs of other countries [82], e.g. Cuba, Vietnam,

Nicaragua, Grenada, Afghanistan and Iraq, to name but a

few.

As noted earlier, a 2019 inventory from the Oxford

Internet Institute found evidence of disinformation cam-

paigns in 70 different countries around the world, including

Armenia, India, Malaysia, Mexico, The Philippines, Saudi

Arabia, The United Arab Emirates and Venezuela [50].

Chinese disinformation has struck against Taiwan and

Hong Kong, as well as against the USA and Australia

[55, 56]. Iran has employed foreign interference against

Canada, via disinformation on social media, particularly

Twitter during the 2015 and 2019 Canadian federal elec-

tions [48, 56].

Nevertheless, Russia remains the most familiar and

widely-studied actor, and its methods are the most well-

known. O’Connor et al. found that between 2010 and 2020,

Russia used online disinformation to interfere with ‘‘31
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elections and seven referendums involving 26 states’’

including members of the EU, the USA, nations of Africa

and South America, as well as Canada [58]. Russia, espe-

cially through the IRA, used social media disinformation to

target both Canadian elections and Canadian society, pro-

moting Stephen Harper and denigrating Justin Trudeau,

while fiercely encouraging right-wing extremism, particu-

larly via amplifying and fomenting Islamophobia and anti-

immigrant hatred [47].

With democracy under threat from the intentional (and

perhaps criminal) manipulation of Cloud-based social

media, and the resultant digital wildfires [85], legislators,

regulators and service providers are eagerly seeking solu-

tions and defences against disinformation warfare [86]. We

have described the brazen attempts by the Russian Internet

Research Agency to manipulate public opinion in the US

and UK, wherein the use of so-called ‘‘fake news’’ sought

to influence democratic processes across international

boundaries. Looking ahead to technological responses, we

anticipate developing tools that will permit agencies to

filter and identify suspicious social network content.

6 Conclusion

We have customized TDC to monitor selected social media

and online news sources, we have acquired massive data-

sets that are representative of ‘‘fake’’ and ‘‘real’’ news, and

we have demonstrated our ever-improving ability to clas-

sify ‘‘fake’’ and ‘‘real’’ news with a high degree of accu-

racy, using machine-learning and a number of

complementary automated text-reading/classification pro-

grams. During this project, we were able to combine

multiple technologies successfully, and apply them to real-

world data (Facebook posts and tweets, and news articles),

demonstrating our ability to discern measurable differences

between ‘‘fake’’ and ‘‘real’’ news.

During the course of our research, we have observed

that many social media messages (on some platforms, over

50%) are accompanied by images, memes or videos, and

that the meme, image or video is the only messaging. Thus,

we plan to expand the scope of the social media content

that our technology can monitor and analyse, by combining

natural-language processing (NLP), robust optical charac-

ter recognition (OCR) and Mask R-CNN to extract textual

information from images, videos and memes. This will

include biometric matching based on facial images, general

image matching via computer vision algorithm and basic

text-based searching to identify areas of interest.

We are also defining and integrating into our technology

an automated method for the detection of ‘‘bots’’ and ‘‘sock

puppet’’ accounts. As noted earlier, it is estimated that

social media bots comprise between 5 and 9% of the

overall Twitter population and account for approximately

24% of all tweets [43]. To spread dis/misinformation suc-

cessfully, sock puppet accounts seek to obtain a level of

trust and accumulate a history of activity to create the

impression that they are legitimate sources of information.

Our new approach will determine the trust method imple-

mented by top social media platforms such as Reddit,

Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, and then select a set of

features/factors and patterns of behaviour that can be col-

lected and used to accurately assess the legitimacy of social

media accounts.

We anticipate that the solutions and models we are

building (to detect differences between ‘‘fake’’ and ‘‘real’’

news) could be expanded upon to create a system that can

retrieve, analyse, and predict ‘‘fake’’ news on-the-fly, as

data is coming in. This would benefit all countries through

the early detection—and possible removal—of fake news

content as it is appearing. Even if removal is not possible,

or difficult to achieve in time to mitigate its spread and

influence, awareness of these campaigns would allow

worldwide and trusted media sources to react and respond

with messaging that hopefully would be able to counter the

disinformation.

One need look no further than the disinformation cam-

paign surrounding Russia’s February 2022 invasion of the

Ukraine to appreciate the relevance of what we are

attempting to achieve [87]. In fact, the Canadian Armed

Forces and the Department of National Defence recently

requested and received from us an updated (detailed)

analysis of Russian dis/misinformation pertaining to the

Russian war against the Ukraine [88]. The Canadian

Ministry of Heritage—knowing of our work on disinfor-

mation warfare—just approached us about doing research

on their behalf into Russian disinformation on Canadian

social media pertaining to the Russian war against the

Ukraine. The significance and timeliness of this work

cannot be overstated.
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